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Works Cited Generation: Done in Citavi via Exporting to MS Word  

(where it is still editable if need be, and formattable). 

Actual Notes and Quotes Recording and Storage: Done and Tagged in Citavi 

Copy and paste your Mendeley notes and quotes to Citavi. Once in Citavi, notes and quotes will be attachable to an outline and sequence-able! If you 
tag them, they'll be searchable . . . and collectible for exporting to an MS Word file, for instance! Once the notes and quotes are in MS Word, 
resequence, edit, and draft around them to your heart's content!!! Lovely! IMPORTANT: The MS Word content can be pasted/imported into 

SCRIVENER--which is a program well-suited for working on VERY, VERY LONG documents such as a dissertation or thesis or novel. 

Highlighting and Annotating of PDF: Done INITIALLY in Mendeley 

Recording and Record-Keeping of the Citation: Done in Citavi 

Manually enter the BibTex text (that you copied from Google Scholar) into Citavi. To do this, in Citavi simply select File-->Import-->Text file-->Next--
>BibTex-->Next-->Use text from clipboard. Once you have imported the citation: (1) Select Citation-->Citation Styles and select your chosen format 

(mine is APA 6th); (2) double-check the citation for accuracy, making any corrections needed (should be next to nil).  

Citation Acquisition: Done in Google Scholar for the sake of accuracy 

At the Google Scholar website (NOT GOOGLE), set the Google Scholar settings to display each sources' BibTex information. Then, Google the source's 
title in Google Scholar. Click the BibTex link for your source. Highlight and copy the BibTex TEXT. 

PDF Storage: Done in Mendeley 

Import or drop the PDF into Mendeley. While you can now feel free to try to correct the citation information using the "correct by title" feature, there is 
really no need to worry too much about it: Mendeley will not be the citation manager: It's simply too haphazard in this regard. Mendeley's amazingness 

is in its grouping, searching, and annotation capabilities. 


